Leadership & How to
Get a Promotion
Aaron Heinz, Colusa County Office of Education
Matt Phillips, CPA, School Services of California

The Current Landscape

Right now there is a shortage of qualified business professionals in our
industry.
The latest figures from FCMAT indicate that 40% of current CBOs will
retire or leave the industry by the 2024-25 school year.
School business is in desperate need of qualified CBOs. We are looking
internally, at you, to find solid candidates to promote from within.
The time to act is right now!
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Getting a promotion – why listen to us?

Matt Phillips, CPA
• Director of Management Consulting Services,
School Services of California
• Prior Director of Fiscal Services,
Rocklin Unified School District
• FCMAT CBO Mentor Program graduate 2014-15
• Reformed auditor and Chico State success story
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Getting a promotion – why listen to us?

Matt Phillips, CPA
• Also works as a Human Graph
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Getting a promotion – why listen to us?

Aaron Heinz
• 13 job titles in 15 years (!!!)
• Started at the ground floor as a delivery driver
• Trained by the best in the business
• FCMAT CBO Mentor Program graduate 2014-15
• FCMAT CBO Mentor 2021-22
• School Services of California
• Sitting CBOs
• Deputy Superintendent at Colusa COE
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Getting a promotion – why listen to us?

Aaron Heinz
• Also dabbles as a weatherman
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13 job titles in 15 years!

1. Summer 2006 – Food Services Delivery Driver (SJUSD)
2. Spring 2007 – Account Clerk I, ECE (SJUSD)
3. Winter 2008 – A/R Account Clerk II, Food Services (SJUSD)
4. Spring 2010 – Budget Services Account Clerk II, Budget Services (SJUSD)
5. Summer 2010 – Fiscal Technician I, Budget Services (SJUSD)
6. Fall 2010 – A/R Account Clerk II, Food Services (SJUSD)
7. Summer 2012 – Business Services Technician (GCC)
8. Spring 2013 – Accountant, Business Services (EDCOE)
9. Spring 2015 – Program Manager II, Business Services (SJCOE)
10.Summer 2015 – Accounting Coordinator IV, Business Services (SJCOE)
11.Winter 2018 – Director, Internal Business (SCSOS)
12.Fall 2019 – Associate Superintendent, Administrative Services (CCOE)
13.Summer 2021 – Deputy Superintendent, Administrative Services (CCOE)
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How I got there, and what it takes

1. Resume Building
2. Interview Skills
3. “Other Duties as Assigned”
4. Leadership
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1. Resume Building – Key Differences

• Resumes DO NOT have to be a single page
(max three)
• Limited use of bullet points and semicolons
• More conversational style, sentences over
lists
• Emphasis on experience versus education
• Include a Professional Summary
• Larger font – make it easier on the reader
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1. Resume Building – Key Differences

• Color isn’t necessarily a bad
thing

• Be different, but not obnoxious

1
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

At its core, the interview is a sales pitch—your sales pitch. No
one else in the room knows your story better than you do, so it’s
incumbent upon you to tell it thoroughly and effectively. If you
don’t do it, no one else will.
As an interviewer, I might know a little bit about you from your
paperwork, but don’t count on it. Your job is to make your
story jump off the page, and make a positive impression on me
and the interview panel. Don’t ever rely on anything or anyone
else to do that work for you.
1
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

I teach the interview in three simple parts:
1. The Introduction (Beginning)
2. The Questions (Middle)
3. The Close (End)
You have direct control over two out of three of these parts,
so use this to your advantage!
1
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

1. The Introduction
The introduction is the foundation of your story, so build it
soundly. First, introduce yourself and thank the interview
panel for the opportunity to interview before them.
Next, the very first question of any interview SHOULD be
something similar to: “Please tell us a little bit about
yourself, your work history, and your education that makes
you the most qualified candidate for this position.”
But what happens if the first question is anything other than
that…
1
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

1. The Introduction
Hijack the first question! No, seriously, hijack it.
The late, great Ron Bennett taught us in CBO Mentor training
that if the first question is anything other than “tell us about
yourself,” politely say that “I’d love to answer your question
in just a moment, but first I’d like to tell you a little bit
about myself and why I’m the most qualified for this
position.” And then do exactly that.
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

1. The Introduction
In theory, this should be the question you spend the most
time answering. You are building the story of you, the
foundation, so tell them everything that’s relevant,
including:
• Education
• Job history and experience
• Specialized skills
• Anything else that applies
And because you already know this question is coming, you
should be an expert at it, right? But how?
1
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

1. The Introduction
PRACTICE! PRACTICE! PRACTICE!
Find a room with a mirror, and go in there and practice your
opening answer until you know it front and back. Practice
making eye contact with yourself. Practice mixing in a smile
once in a while. Practice until you’re comfortable, and then
practice a little bit more.
If you’re not prepared to put in the work before you show up
for an interview, you might not really be ready for a
promotion. Go back and reread that last sentence again.
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

2. The Questions
• Interview for the job you want, not the job you have
• Study the job description
• Do research on the organization you’re interviewing with
• When possible, include this information as part of your
answer (ie. new building projects, specialized grants, etc)
• Display confidence when answering, but show humility
2
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

2. The Questions
• Answer every question to the best of your ability
• Be mindful of the time, but get your talking points in
• DO NOT embellish, exaggerate, or lie
• If you don’t know the answer, say so, but try to think of a
related experience that you can speak to
• If you don’t know the answer, also mention that this is an
area of professional growth you need, and that you’re a
fast learner, and willing to do research on your own
2
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

2. The Questions
Answer questions using the STAR method
• Situation (describe a similar situation you’ve experienced)
• Task (describe what your responsibility was in the situation)
• Action (explain exactly what steps you took to address it)
• Result (share what outcomes your actions achieved)
2
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

3. The Close
At the end of the interview, a common last question will be
“is there anything else you’d like to add?”
Don’t waste this opportunity to close the sale.
Briefly recap what you discussed in your introduction, and
highlight one more additional point that leaves them
wanting more.
2
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

3. The Close
Example – recap your experience and skills related to the
position, and close with “additionally, I’m one of the
hardest workers on any team I’ve ever been on. I’m
normally the first one in and the last to leave—and I always
get the job done, no matter what. So if you place a high
value on a strong work ethic, then this might be a good fit
for both of us. And again, thank you for the opportunity to
speak with you today.”
2
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

3. The Close
Other topics that can be used for the close:
• “…if you value someone who’s driven and shows up to
work with a great attitude every single day,…”
• “…if you value someone who’s been in the trenches
and has the firsthand experience it sounds like you
need,…”
**ALWAYS LEAVE THEM WANTING MORE**
2
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

3. The Close
After the close, the panel may ask you if you have any questions
for them. Pro tip, don’t try to make the panel look dumb. And
don’t rattle off five questions, that’s annoying. Limit it to one or
two:
• What trait(s) do you look for in a qualified candidate?
• What’s your timeline look like for notifying candidates?
• In your opinion, what’s the best thing about working here?
And that’s it, call it a day, you’re done. Good job! Say thank you
again and leave.
2
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2. Interview Skills – How to Tell Your Story

3. The Close
Be proactive while you wait to hear back
• Most interview panels will use an objective grading
rubric, but a thank you email, or professional card
never hurts
• Even if you don’t get the job, you never know when
you might cross paths again – or be referred by word of
mouth to a neighboring LEA
2
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3. “Other Duties as Assigned”

These are the intangibles that I’ve experienced on
my journey with regards to getting a promotion.
They’re random questions and bits of information
that I still find valuable.
Not all of these will apply to your situation, so take
what you can use and leave the rest.

2
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3. “Other Duties as Assigned”

“Should I finish my education?”
Short answer, yes.
Longer answer, yes. We work in education and we should be
examples of the industry we’re in. Most higher level business
positions require a degree these days, so build it into your long term
plan.
And it’s never too late to go back to school. I went back to school
twice, in 2006-07 to get an AAS degree to get my foot in the door,
and again in 2015-17 to get my BS in Accounting after I’d outkicked
my coverage promotion-wise.
3
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3. “Other Duties as Assigned”

“Do I need to get a CBO certification?”
If you want to be a CBO, yes. The school of thought on this
certification has changed over the past few years.
Originally this certification has been viewed as a nice
addition to a candidate’s qualifications. Recently, there is a
concerted effort underway to make a CBO certification a
requirement for the CBO position. It may be a few years
out, but that’s where things are heading.

3
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3. “Other Duties as Assigned”

“Are you willing to commute?”
When you expand your driving radius from home, you open up countless
more promotion opportunities. At the end of the day, what sacrifices are
you willing to make to advance your career? What are your pros and
cons?
My Roundtrip Driving Distances
Roseville to Placerville (EDCOE) – 70 miles
Roseville to Stockton (SJCOE) – 140 miles
Roseville to Yuba City (SCSOS) – 70 miles
Roseville to Colusa (CCOE) – 120 miles
(2013-2021 = just shy of 300,000 miles)
3
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3. “Other Duties as Assigned”

“Should I notify my boss that I’m applying elsewhere?”
I know many people in the field who like to keep their promotion plans
to themselves, and for them it might work well. Just remember that
school business is a very small group, and word gets around eventually.
Hiding something like this could come back to haunt you.
I’m of the belief that not only am I going to share my plans with my
boss, I’m also going to ask for a current letter of recommendation from
them. Now there’s no secrets, no hurt feelings later, and they’ve got
skin in the game with their letter out there supporting me.
3
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3. “Other Duties as Assigned”

“How long should I stay before I start looking to promote?”
My rule of thumb has always been to stay at least two years, unless it’s
within the same organization. This provides a couple years of stability for
the organization that’s hiring me, and gives me two years to become an
expert in the new position.
As an employer, one of my mentors taught me that it’s always better to have
a highly qualified employee for a couple of years than to settle for an
average employee for the long term. I’m looking for the best of the best,
knowing full well they’ll be moving up soon, and that’s ok.
3
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3. “Other Duties as Assigned”

“How do I prepare now for my next job?”
Assuming your desire is to move upward, not laterally,
leadership skills are in high demand.
Look for ways in your current role to expand your knowledge.
Become a volunteer, not a voluntold.

3
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4. Leadership

3
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4. Leadership

“School business administration is not an end in itself.
It exists for the sole purpose of facilitating the
educational program of a school and school district. It
should operate to support the teacher in the
classroom, the principal in the school, the school
board and central administration as each strives to
fulfill its responsibility toward the accomplishment of
the required educational mission.”

–Anonymous
3
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4. Leadership

Why is leadership so important, and what does that mean
and look like?
• Being a leader before you’re a manager
• Being an effective leader as a manager
• Pulling up everyone around you, building new
leaders, rinse, repeat

3
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4. Leadership

Traits of a good leader (what does it look like?)
• Treat people with respect
• Communicate with your team, learn about them
• Be a GREAT listener, be understanding
• Sometimes people don’t need an answer, they just need to be
heard, don’t try to fix everyone
• Let someone fail and pick themselves back up
• Be someone’s inspiration, be the reason they like what they do
• Always be teaching, always be learning
• Be willing to do what others are not
• Walk the talk
3
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4. Leadership

Traits of a good leader (what does it look like?)
• PROTECT YOUR ATTITUDE
• You are the only person who is in direct control of your attitude,
despite any outside influences
• Be mindful of how you act, stay calm even when angry, show grace
under pressure always
• Before you’re a manager: if you can’t stay in control of yourself,
managers see that as a sign that you are not ready to lead others
• As a manager: if you can’t stay in control of yourself, everyone
else sees this and loses confidence in your leadership abilities
• Stay in control of yourself
4
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4. Leadership

4
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4. Leadership

Being a leader before you’re a manager
• Become an expert at your craft, not a liability
• It’s ok to make mistakes, but only make the same mistake once
• Cross train – learn how to support others
• Make yourself more valuable, become a go-to on your team
• Be a motivator, not an anchor
• Being in the trenches is hard enough as is, a bad apple makes it
100 times worse
• Be the light that others look to
• Win the day
4
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4. Leadership

Win your day!
• People have a common misconception that one big thing, good or
bad, is going to happen to make or break their day
• In reality, that happens maybe only a few times a year
• Concentrate on the small challenges that you can win every day
• “It’s a small victory, but it’s a victory nonetheless.”
• If you build up enough small victories, you win
• …the day
• …the week
• …the month
• …the year
4
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4. Leadership

Be an effective leader as a manager, and be a mentor
Lead by example
Set realistic goals
Share your experiences
Allow members of your team to shine
• Never miss an opportunity to give someone credit
• Appreciate their efforts
• Give them opportunities to succeed
• Let them fail, but keep challenging them
• Be human
• It’s ok to laugh
• It’s ok to cry
• It’s ok to be a friend
•
•
•
•

4
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4. Leadership

Strengths Based Leadership
• 34 strength themes
• Take a 30 minute test, 177 questions
• Measures your talents
• Identifies your top five strengths
• Maximize your potential
4
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4. Leadership

StrengthsFinder Qualities

4
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4. Leadership

• To be an effective leader, you must know what you’re good at
• And more importantly, what you’re NOT good at
• Understanding your own weaknesses will empower you to
grow
• You should also prioritize your network
• The higher up you go, the more responsibility you will
have
• No CBO knows everything, but a great CBO knows where
to get the answer
4
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4. Leadership

Do not confuse hierarchy with leadership as the two
are not mutually exclusive.
ALL roles in schools have an element of leadership
if the person holding the position wants to accept
it.
•
•
•
•

Bus Drivers
Site Staff
District Office Staff
Counselors
4
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4. Leadership

The sequencing of the A+ CBO characteristics will change – but the
characteristics revolve around:
• An ability to integrate technical and policy skills
• Exceptional interpersonal and leadership skills
• An ability to express oneself in written and oral forms
• Strong analytical, creative, and innovative skills
• An ability to prioritize – to say “yes” and “no”
• A commitment to focused objectives, strong results, and
accountability
4
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Thank you!!!

Aaron Heinz aheinz@ccoe.net
Matt Phillips mattp@sscal.com
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